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1  a) What type of gear is shown in Figure 1? (1 mark)

b) What type of load does the gear shown in Figure 1 exhibit? (1 mark)

c) State **three** disadvantages of the gear shown in Figure 1. (3 marks)

http://www.globalspec.com

**Figure 1**
2 a) What type of chain is shown in Figure 2? (1 mark)

b) Describe **three** benefits of the chain shown in Figure 2. (3 marks)

https://dir.indiamart.com

Figure 2
3  a) What belt would be used in conjunction with the pulley in Figure 3? (1 mark)

b) Identify one maintenance check that should be carried out on this type of belt in a transmission system. (1 mark)

http://www.lockingdevice.net

Figure 3

4  Describe four symptoms of incorrectly adjusted bearing pre-load on a transmission system. (4 marks)

5  State the four components that make up an epicyclic unit found in a tractor final drive system. (4 marks)
6 a) If a single plate dry clutch is experiencing slipping when driving, what are **five** most likely causes? (5 marks)

b) A single plate dry clutch exhibits a rumbling sound when engaged. Describe **two** most likely causes. (2 marks)

7 In a single plate clutch, describe **four** advantages of a spring disc hub compared to a rigid disc hub. (4 marks)
8 Describe **five** advantages of a continuously variable transmission (CVT). 

9 Describe the function of **seven** hydraulic components found in a hydrostatic transmission system.
10 A large gear is driving a small gear. The large gear rotates at 165 rpm and the small gear rotates at 330 rpm. What is the gear ratio between the two gears? (2 marks)

11 State four main components found in a tractor CVT transmission system. (4 marks)
A combine harvester with a hydrostatic transmission system has lost drive in forward and reverse. Discuss the preparation stages, resources and steps required to carry out a full diagnostic assessment.